RTI 18-19-20
The following has been released in relation to a request for information relating to the Rezoning of
Lake Malbena.

From:

(Coordinator General) ·
Tuesday, 5 MaY. 2015 12:18 PM
\ "..
RiverFly 1864;-(Coordinator General);-riverfly.com.au
RE: EOI process - statutory mapping: Halls Island, Lake Malbena

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hi Daniel

TI

In reply to your questions below, yes when I noted ground-truthing, this is meant as undertaking on site surveys to
identify what values are present and to assist with determining the likely level of impact that your proposal may
have on those values.
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With regards to your other question around the zoning of the 1999 TWWHA Management Plan and the draft
TWWHA Management Plan, I'm. afraid that I would have to say that the boundary between the self-reliant
recreation zone and the wild_erness zone follows the eastern edge of Lake Malbena and while it may appear to
impinge on the lake slightly due to the low level of resolution, the majority of the lake and Hall's Island is clearly
falling within the Wilderness zone in the 1999 TWWHA Management Plan. The mapping provided with the new draft
TWWHA Management Plan also appears to follow a very similar boundary as the 1999 Plan. The wording for the
Lake is clearly occurring within the self-reliant recreation zone and while zooming in on the map shows the
boundary crossing into the eastern side of the lake, Hall's Island is still falling outside of the zone. That said, the
process for tne preparation of the draft plan needs to take into consideration public comment and this may result in
a refining of the mapping to make those boundaries more clear. The TWWHA project team is the group that are
dealing with the draft Plan and as such will be able to provide more definitive detail-regarding the boundaries and
where Lake Malbena and Hall's Island occurs within those zones.
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I will follow up with them further to gain an understanding of the likely final mapping for the area and will let you
know the outcome.
Kind regards

el

�ke to discuss this further
� I Manager Statutory Approvals
Office of the Coordinator-General
Department of State Growth
22 Elizabeth Street, Hobart, TASMANIA 7000 I GPO Box 536, Hobart TAS 700 I
P (03) 6165 5227 I M 04-1 E -@cg.tas.gov.au

R

Working: Monday- Thursday

Disclaimer
This information is provided to you in response to your recent enquiry to the Department of Stage Growth. The information is intended to be
general information only and does not consitiute professional advice and should not be relied upon as such. While every attempt has been
made to ensure the material provided is current, no representation or warrany is made as to the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of any
of the information. You should make your own enquiries and seek independent professional advice before acting on or relying upon any of
the information provided. The Crown, its officers, employees and agents do not accept liability however arising, including liability for
negligence, for any loss resulting from the use of or reliance upon the information.

From: RiverFly 1864 [mailto:lllaiverfly.com.au]
Sent: Thursday, 30 April 2015 4:51 PM
Coordinator General); ...iverfly.com.au
To:
Cc:
(Coordinator General)
Subject: RE: EOI process - statutory mapping: Halls Island, Lake Malbena
Thanks for the info-.
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